






































































































































































































































































































An Analysis of Mulan Adapted by Disney from a Gender Perspective
Lin Danya, Zhang Chun
Abstract: The Walter Disney Company at Hollywood has produced a series of cartoon and live action movies with
princesses as key figures, from the character Snow White to the Snow queen in Frozen. A series of female images and
gender relations have been constructed. Among them, Mulan from a Chinese Story is also one of them. This movie first
appeared as a cartoon movie and was then adapted as a live action movie. In addition to its business value in the global
entertainment industry, what should be discussed is that how the Disney Company has accepted and adapted a Chinese
tale about Hua Mulan based on the discourse of ancient Chinese patriarchy. What are the advantages and disadvantages
of this discourse strategy? What implication does it have? Such discussion will help us to construct a new gender culture
discourse with the cultural resources of Chinese tradition.
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